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Executive Summary

In partnership with statutory and third sector organisations, the Glasgow Winter Night
Shelter operated for 121 nights from December 1st 2017 to March 31st 2018.
All are welcome - rough-sleepers, other homeless individuals, men or women - and all
receive warm hospitality, refreshments, a safe bed for the night and the opportunity to link
in with other services. With capacity for 40 beds, there were typically 32 people per night;
and in total 597 individuals spent 3839 bed nights at the night shelter. These figures are
very similar to the previous 2 years where the night shelter has been held in the same
venue. Night shelter capacity was reached or exceeded on only 8 occasions. Frequently
guests were able to be connected to Glasgow City Council's homelessness case team in
order to be offered accommodation. Guests also had good opportunities to connect to
healthcare services, legal advice and other charitable support.
61% of guests moved onto a positive destination within 1-3 days.
85% of our guests were male; and the average age was 38.
70% of guests were Scottish averaging 5 bednights each; 7% of guests
were EU Nationals averaging 27 bednights each.
Partnership included Govan Law Centre assisting with 163 cases and
Shelter Scotland assisting with 21 complex cases

The Glasgow Winter Night Shelter was staffed by a manager, 2 team leaders and 4 staff
members. They were supported by over 30 regular volunteers, with 17 local churches
providing help each night with kitchen duties.
At Glasgow City Mission, we aspire to see a reduction in the need and therefore usage of the
Glasgow Winter Night Shelter. Next season we wish to see reductions in the total number of
individuals, number of bednights, number of nights at capacity and a reduction in guests
staying for long periods. This will only be achieved with continued close partnership working
between the different agencies.
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Introduction
The Glasgow Winter Night
Shelter ran from 1st Dec 2017
until the final night on 31st March
2018, with a 40 bed capacity. The
project’s primary aim is to
provide immediate crisis
accommodation for men and
women who have nowhere else
to sleep. However, the more
substantial underlying goal is not
merely to offer a bed for a night,
instead to be a place which
strives to give hope to all who
walk through the door, where sensitive conversations can be had and people can be effectively
connected to those who are best able to provide further help.
To achieve this, Glasgow City Mission works in partnership with other homeless agencies
throughout the city who have the expertise necessary to help people move onto a better
destination. Partners include Glasgow City Health and Social Care Partnership (homelessness,
addiction and homeless health services), Simon Community Scotland, Govan Law Centre, Shelter
Scotland, The Marie Trust, City Ambition Network, Community Safety Scotland, Lodging House
Mission & Police Scotland.
It is this broad partnership that enables the project to achieve results for the guests of the night
shelter. This mirrors emerging evidence across the homelessness sector that better joined-up
working increases the likelihood of people engaging with services and thus moving onto stable
accommodation.
Background
The Glasgow Winter Night Shelter was set up by Glasgow City Mission in 2010 in response to a
very severe winter and it has been running each year since. The night shelter provides crisis
response and respite for those rough sleeping, or at risk of rough sleeping across the city. The
project has evolved over eight years and has moved from the Shieling Building to Renfield St.
Stephen’s church to its current location in the Lodging House Mission. This is the third
consecutive year where the night shelter has been hosted at 35 East Campbell Street, in a very
troubled part of the city.
This season, Glasgow City Mission employed 7 staff on a seasonal basis: a manager, 2 team
leaders and 4 workers. Working in two teams, the staff were outstandingly supported by a
dedicated team of volunteers from various churches throughout Glasgow and beyond. Prior to
opening, staff and volunteers received robust training and the night shelter operates within strict
guidelines to keep staff, volunteers and guests safe in the premises.
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Statistics
The table below provides figures for the season 2017/2018 with comparison to previous years.
2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

Total No. of
individual guests

597

602

605

Total bed nights

3839

3561

4060

Avg No. of guests
per night

32

30

33

During the season there were 8 nights where the 40 bed capacity was reached or exceeded and
for the severest winter nights the foyer space was used as an overflow space with provision of a
chair, blanket and a hot drink. In 2016/17 there were 8 nights at capacity and 32 nights during
the previous year.
The bar-graph and pie-chart below show how long individual guests stayed at the night shelter.
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From these it can be seen that over 60% of guests stay for 3 nights or less. This high figure is due
to the approach of night shelter staff in linking guests to appropriate services so that
accommodation is provided or they are supported to return home.
The 3.7% who have stayed for more than a month consist mainly of EU Nationals with complex
cases, for whom options are very limited. Getting the right assistance for them takes considerable
time and expertise.
Examining the use of the night shelter across the four winter months of operation shows there is
little variation from one month to the next (See table below). The first few days of opening in
December are quieter than most and although January is marginally higher it is not much more
than the monthly average of just under 1000 bed nights.
Month

Guests

Bed nights

Average Bed
nights per Guest

Average
Guests per
night

Maximum
Guests

December 2017

203

882

4.34

28.5

39

January 2018

227

1,031

4.54

33.3

43

February 2018

204

962

4.72

34.4

41

March 2018

232

964

4.16

31.1

42

The graph below shows the nightly usage of the night shelter. By December 12th, nightly
attendance had risen to 38 guests, and remained at an average of 32 per night until the
final few days in March. The 8 nights where numbers reached or exceeded 40 can be
clearly seen.
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The majority (70%) of our guests are Scottish and are mainly from Glasgow. However,
the night shelter exhibits the diversity of nationalities, reflecting the Glasgow
community. The EU Nationals tend to stay longer, and Shelter Scotland is able to offer
extensive advice and support, spending many hours helping individuals with their needs.
Nationality*

Guests

% Guests

Bednights

African

22

3.7%

123

3.2%

5.59

EU National

14

2.3%

150

3.9%

10.71

EU National - Polish

27

4.5%

722

18.8%

26.74

Other

17

2.8%

62

1.6%

3.65

Other UK/Ireland

38

6.4%

202

5.3%

5.32

420

70.4%

2075

54.1%

4.94

59

9.9%

505

13.2%

8.56

Scottish
Unknown

% Bednights Avg Bednights

*The data for this question contained a mix of Ethnicity/Nationality data, consequently there is some uncertainty in groupings.

The gentleman in this picture, along with Mark one
of the team leaders, spent a total of 120 nights at
the night shelter. The team were very pleased when
he was finally able to be sent in a taxi to his new
accommodation. This was following work by Shelter
Scotland to present the Homeless Case work team
with documentation required to move him to a
positive destination with full benefits.
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The ratio of male to female guests was 85:15 which was excepted, as this is a typical ratio
seen amongst the rough-sleeping population. The night shelter had a section of the hall
cordoned off specifically for females. There were also two guests who identified as
transgender and were able to be accommodated in an area they felt comfortable with. The
percentage of male guests in the night shelter has remained very similar over the past 8
years – varying between 80 and 89%.

Gender

Guests

% Guests

Bed nights

Female

92

15.4%

354

9.2%

3.85

505

84.6%

3485

90.8%

6.90

Male

% Bed nights Avg Bed nights

Entry to the night shelter is permitted from age 16 onwards. This season there was only one young
man under the age of 18 for one night, and the oldest guest was 71 years old. The table below
shows the age breakdown for this past year with comparison to the previous year. The
demographics have changed very little. The average age of a guest is 38.6 years, and over the
previous 7 years of the night shelter, it has varied between 34 and 38. It is worth noting that the
life expectancy of a rough sleeper in Glasgow, according to Simon Community Scotland, is 43,
almost half the national average.
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2017/18
Age Group

2016/17

Guests

% Guests

Guests

%Guests

16 to 17

1

0.2%

4

0.7%

18 to 24

53

8.9%

54

9.1%

25 to 34

173

29.0%

167

28.1%

35 to 44

221

37.1%

205

34.5%

45 to 54

116

19.5%

132

22.2%

55 to 64

26

4.4%

29

4.9%

65 to 74

6

1.0%

3

0.5%

Data on where guests had slept the previous night was not complete for all guests. Some
were coming from a family or partner’s home where a relationship had broken down.
Others were coming from accommodation they had been asked to leave. There were
individuals who had been made homeless for the first time that evening, and others for
whom rough-sleeping was a typical occurrence. A handful of individuals had come from a
hospital stay or from a rehabilitation service, and over 50 had come from a prison stay.
In the course of the 2017/18 season the night shelter experienced one very tragic night
during which a guest died due to drug related issues. This was very difficult for the staff
and guests to deal with but it is a reminder that this type of work is quite literally a matter
of life and death.
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Govan Law Centre
Govan Law Centre, along with Glasgow City Health & Social Care Partnership, delivered
dedicated Housing & Homelessness Legal casework and welfare rights support to 163 night
shelter guests. Twice a week, morning sessions were run that were open to any guest. The
first table below itemises the presenting issues of guests; and the second table shows
results following engagement with a member of Govan Law Centre:
Assessed homeless, not accommodated

65

No interview with caseworker

18

No accommodation available

13

Right to Reside Issue

4

No recourse to public funds

1

S5 referral refused by Housing Association

5

Rough Sleeping

36

Emergency accommodation refused

17

Temporary accommodation refused

4

Total people

163

Accommodated by Local Authority

51

Accommodated by voluntary organisation

14

Emergency accommodation provided

15

Temporary accommodation provided

64

Permanent accommodation provided

2

Non statutory accommodation

2

S5 referral made

4

Accommodated by other LA

1

Supported accommodation LA

1

Total Accommodated

154

Client secured own accommodation

9

It was also noted that 56% of clients presented with complex needs including some or all of:
physical disabilities, drug and or alcohol addiction, chaotic/complex lifestyle, multiple contact with
criminal justice and other social issues. Furthermore:
73% had mental health problems - from less severe to severe and enduring
8% with degenerative condition, e.g. Parkinson’s disease, cancers, HIV positive, Hepatitis C
6% presented with a learning disability
11% liberated from prison into homelessness
81% clients had their benefits entitlement checked
73% received assistance, support and representation to challenge benefits/multiple benefit issues
including applications in terms of ESA, PIP, JSA, HB and Scottish Welfare Fund
43% clients were provided with money or debt advice.
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Shelter Scotland
Shelter Scotland were initially providing advice and support offsite as guests who required
specialist assistance were signposted to their office. Later in the season Shelter staff came to the
night shelter every Wednesday morning to engage with guests.
Shelter Scotland took on 21 cases during the season of
which 14 were EU Nationals with complex needs. The night
shelter provides some stability, and gives the time
necessary for investigations to take place. Establishing a
guest’s status and rights is a convoluted process, especially
when language is a barrier too. The night shelter is much
more than ‘just a bed for the night’. The quote on the right
is from a Shelter Scotland worker giving a flavour of this
type of work.

If it wasn’t for the ‘luxury’ of Glasgow
Winter Night Shelter, we would not
have had the time to prove his status.
Barriers remain the same for many EU
Nationals – some have rights and
some don’t. It needs investigation,
getting the paperwork right and
pulling it all together. This takes time.
However, our efforts mean I can sleep
well knowing that his benefits will not

Hunter Street - Glasgow City Health and Social Care

end and neither will his right to
accommodation.

Partnerships - Homeless Health Nurses.
When the night shelter opened in December a trial was agreed to have nurses from NHS Hunter
Street attending the night shelter each morning. They could connect with guests and help assess
which medical treatment could be beneficial. The RSVP street team would often support this by
helping escort guests around to Hunter Street for consultations and presenting to the homeless
casework team. This trial proved successful and therefore was continued for the full four months.
It was extremely beneficial to staff and volunteers, as they could confidently communicate to
guests who were struggling with medical issues, that a nurse would be available to consult with in
the morning. This frequently brought peace of mind and a more peaceful sleep to a number of
guests.
During the course of this year, approximately 200 individuals received medical intervention
from NHS Hunter Street – 1/3 of the total night shelter guests. This is an encouraging
outcome, since without such provision, this significant population may not have received
such important medical care.
Simon Community Scotland
Simon Community staff linked in closely with the night shelter and were on site most evenings and
mornings. The intelligence that the RSVP street team provided to the night shelter team leaders
helped the smooth running of the project. Good relationships were established, with regular
phone calls and meetings taking place to provide support and assistance to whoever required it.
For part of the season there was a dedicated key worker at the Simon Community which proved
beneficial however that was not able to be sustained.
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Feedback from the Regular Volunteers
As well as a staff team there were over 30 regular volunteers who were dedicated to making the
night shelter work well. At the end of the season these volunteers completed a questionnaire to
provide feedback on their role in the project. Below are a few of the selected comments which
clearly demonstrate the care and compassion which led them to volunteer for this arduous task.

‘I liked helping them make their bed as it allowed time
for a conversation. There were a few individuals who
were so thankful that I'd taken time to speak with
them. I was really moved by that but also saddened by
their situations. Being able to offer a shoulder to cry
on, a handshake, or share a joke with them was a real
privilege. One man burst into tears when I was
helping him make his bed, he shared a remarkable
story of pain and turmoil.’
‘A female guest arrived after being passed from one
hostel to the next. 30 minutes and a warm cup of
coffee later she left in a taxi, heading for her
accommodation thanks to the Hamish Alan staff’
‘My highlight was being part of a community loving
others and living out their faith. I was inspired by
volunteers and staff (especially the team leaders who
did such an amazing job), and guests too. I definitely
plan on being back next year.’

It would be disingenuous to pretend that there weren’t some
challenges too:
‘Personal emotional challenges - going home to a warm house and family. Honest
conversations with the guests which have the ability to break hearts.’
‘Feeling helpless to situations.'
‘The most challenging thing I found was building up a relationship with a person
who would then take advantage of it the next time you see them.’
‘Emptying three full bowls of sick’
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And some suggestions for improvement:

‘A lot of people in churches I've spoken to have so little knowledge of the shelter.
We need to work harder at helping inform churches across the whole city.’
‘I felt equipped for the roles I was given, but would like to be able to give more
next time. Next year I would be keen to have experience of different roles within
the team. That's an improvement aimed at me, not for the shelter!’
‘Having a person rotate who is simply free to chat to the guests and who does
not have a practical role so that there can be more time to just talk with people.’
‘Keep doing it’’
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Aspirations for the 2018/19 season
Numbers
At Glasgow City Mission, we would like to see the total number of individuals using the Glasgow
Winter Night Shelter to come down. It has been around 600 for 3 years now and it is not
unreasonable to think that through smarter partnership working this figure could reduce. Having
HSCP casework staff in the night shelter on a weekday evening is hugely beneficial and tangible
results are frequently achieved when this happens. Target: 540 Individuals
Capacity
We would like to aim for there to be 0 nights when we exceed capacity (40 beds) next season. It is
not easy to send someone away at the door, however implementing a strict policy on not
accepting anyone who already has (or is being offered) alternative accommodation should go a
long way to assist. This is probably the first step towards being able to reduce capacity at the
shelter in future years. Target: zero nights > 40
Length of stay
We would like to witness a reduction in the number of bed nights. It is important that the night
shelter remain a crisis centre for emergency care. Yet guests receiving the love and care offered
can sometimes create a reluctance to move on. It is imperative to keep the long-term goal at the
centre of efforts – to help people move on to more stable accommodation. Every guest who stays
for more than 3 nights should have a plan in place with a clear decision on which partner agency is
implementing that plan. Target: 3100 Bednights

Recording and sharing data
It is important to treat information collected appropriately and in line with GDPR guidelines. For
the 2018-19 season a new database will be created which will only collect relevant data on
vulnerable individuals to be shared with appropriate encryption.
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EU National/overseas guests
We would like to be better prepared to assist with more complex cases. In preparation for this a
flowchart is being created by partners which will help facilitate potential outcomes and look at
opportunities. It would also be advantageous to recruit some volunteers with language skills.
Target: no guest staying more than 60 nights.
Partnership working
When links are made with key individuals within partnership services far more positive outcomes
can be achieved. With this in mind, continued close working relationships and partnership working
will ensure the best possible care for vulnerable people can be provided.
Staff Training
The staff & volunteer team must have confidence in their training prior to opening. We plan on
staging a full weekend of intense training including rehearsing an overnight ‘shelter’ stay so that
they can fully appreciate the situations that the guests deal with and are more prepared to assist
in whatever capacity is required.
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